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Hepatocarcinogenesis and the appearance of serum alpha-fetoprotein
in mice treated with extracts of barley grain infected with
Fusarium sporotrichioides *

M. A. AKHMETELI,1 A. B. LINNIK, & K. S. CERNOV

Abstract

Experiments demonstrated a significant association
between the presence of tumours in mice and AFP
positivity, while AFP negativity was usually associated
with the absence of tumours. The presence of AFP
in the serum of tumour-bearing mice was possibly
related to treatment with F. sporotrichioides
extract.

In a previous study by Akhmeteli et al. (1972),
an aqueous extract of barley grain infected by
Fusarium sporotrichioides was shown to be blastomo-
genic in mice. In the course of subsequent experi-
ments the sera of mice treated with the same
extracts have been tested for the presence of alpha-
fetoprotein (AFP). Investigation of its possible
appearance in such animals is of special importance
because the belief prevails in the literature that
hepatomas caused by mycotoxins are not associated
with the presence of AFP in the serum. This belief
is based on the studies of Stanislawski-Birencwajg
et al. (1967), who found that sera of hepatoma-
bearing rats were positive for AFP when tumours
were induced with N-nitrosodimethylamine and with
several carcinogenic azo dyes, including 4-dimethyl-
aminoazobenzene and 3-methyl-4-dimethylamino-
azobenzene, but apparently not when induced with
aflatoxin B1. Monjour and Mariage (1969) were
also unable to detect AFP in sera of rats with
aflatoxin-induced hepatoma.

Ninety-seven F1 hybrid mice (C57 x CBA), both
male and female, were used in the experiment at the
age of about 21/2 months. Preliminary toxicity tests
had shown that in chronic treatment the maximum
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dose of aqueous extract of barley grain infected
with F. sporotrichioides that mice would tolerate
was 0.5 ml. Starting in October 1969, the mice were
each given 0.5 ml of the extract through a stomach
tube 5 times a week for a year. Altogether during
the year each mouse was given about 125 ml of
the extract.
On 2 February 1971, 15 months after the start

of the experiment, samples of blood were collected
from 49 mice, including both experimental animals
and controls. The sera were examined by ordinary
gel-diffusion test under the supervision of G. I.
Abelev and S. S. Perova. The results of the examina-
tion proved to be negative in all cases.
A little more than a month later, on 11 March

1971, 49 mice were again examined for AFP. This
time the modified immunoautoradiographic method
developed by D. A. tl'gort and G. I. Abelev (1971)
was used.' This method makes the gel-diffusion test
16-32 times more sensitive. It combines high sensi-
tivity with absolute specificity and permits the detec-
tion of AFP in sera from patients with hepatomas
that give a negative result in the ordinary gel-
diffusion test. tl'gort and Abelev have shown that
of gel-diffusion AFP-negative sera from patients
with hepatomas, more than 40% were AFP-positive
when the immunoautoradiographic method was used.
The results of the investigation are presented in
Table 1.
As will be seen from the table, there was a signi-

ficant association between the presence of tumours
and AFP positivity. Of 10 animals with hepatomas
9 were AFP-positive, whereas of 39 without hepa-
tomas 12 were AFP-positive. Similarly, of 21 AFP-
positive mice 9 had hepatomas, whereas of 28 AFP-
negative mice only 1 had a hepatoma. These results
indicate that a negative test for AFP, using the
sensitive immunoautoradiographic method, is usu-

1 The reactions were performed by D. A El'gort, to whom
we are most grateful.
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Table 1. Presence of AFP and numbers of hepatomas in experimental and co ntrol mice

Positive AFP reaction Negati ve AFP reaction
Sex No. of

mice With Without With Without
hepatomas hepatomas hepatomas hepatomas

Experimental mice

Female 22 6 4 0 12

Male 16 1 6 1 8

Sub-total 38 7 10 1 20

Control mice

Female 8 1 1 0 6

Male 3 1 1 0 1

Sub-total 11 2 2 0 7

Total 49 9 12 1 27

ally associated with absence of hepatoma. It is
interesting to speculate why many animals were posi-
tive for AFP in the absence of a tumour. It may be
that in these hepatoma-susceptible mice the presence
of AFP indicates an early event in tumorigenesis
preceding the appearance of a demonstrable hepa-
toma.

It is more difficult to relate AFP to the effect
of treatment with F. sporotrichioides extract. We
previously found no significant difference in the
incidence of hepatomas in extract-treated mice and
in a control group (Akhmeteli et al., 1972), and this
study confirms that finding. Thus the presence of
AFP in the serum of most tumour-bearing animals
of the treated group may not necessarily be related
to the treatment, especially since both the tumour-
bearing animals of the control group were also
AFP positive. On the other hand, an AFP-negative

reaction obtained by such a sensitive technique
as immunoautoradiography may have some value
in indicating the possible absence of hepatoma.
The data need further investigation, but in any case
they run counter to those studies that suggest that
AFP does not appear in hepatocarcinogenesis due
to mycotoxins.
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